Detachable Light (clear) .................. P/N 13-00811 .......
Clipboard/Calculator ........................ P/N 13-00809 .......

Flexible light available separately.

Tint Lens Light Mirrored Tint Fog 1.5 13-05015 $29.95
Tint Lens Light Mirrored Tint Fog 2.0 13-05010 $29.95
Tint Lens Light Mirrored Tint Fog 2.5 13-05011 $29.95
Tint Lens Tint Fog 1.5 13-06010 $29.95
Tint Lens Tint Fog 2.0 13-06011 $29.95
Tint Lens Tint Fog 2.5 13-06012 $29.95

Cloud-eeze Tint Lens ............ P/N 13-05016 ........
Cloud-eeze Clear Lens ........... P/N 13-05015 ........

Supplied in 1.5, 2.0, 2.5

OLD FOGGIES™ IFR TRAINING GLASSES

I.FR-training glasses are designed to solve problems with existing viewing limitation devices. Weighing in at just 0.2 oz, it’s easy to forget that you are wearing them. Engineered to easily penetrate the seal of your helmet eliminating the hassle of having to remove it and can be worn for extended periods of time without discomfort, thanks to the soft rubber nose piece and streamlined temple tips. Tailored off center viewing also keeps more of your time inside the flight deck rather than outside.

Description Part Number Price
Black 13-06261 $20.95
Silver 13-06264 $20.95
CFI Flight Seat 13-20135 $22.95
Helicopter 13-18968 $20.95

NEW I.FR TRAINING GLASSES

Designed by pilots for pilots. Blockalls™ resolve problems with existing viewing limitation devices. Weighing in at just 0.2 oz, it’s easy to forget that you are wearing them. Engineered to easily penetrate the seal of your helmet eliminating the hassle of having to remove it and can be worn for extended periods of time without discomfort, thanks to the soft rubber nose piece and streamlined temple tips. Tailored off center viewing also keeps more of your time inside the flight deck rather than outside.

Description Part Number Price
Clear 13-06500 $20.95
Clear Lens Fog 1.5 13-06505 $20.95
Clear Lens Fog 2.0 13-06506 $20.95
Clear Lens Fog 2.5 13-06507 $20.95
Clear Lens Fog 3.0 13-06508 $20.95

Super Hood

Ideal for eye glasses or headsets it slides in under the head set without relinquishing control of the aircraft and it can be instantly removed at any time for a safe approach or landing. Blocks outside reference but provides a full panel view to reduce vertigo. Light weight (3 oz.) and comfortable.

Description Part Number Price
Without Nosepiece 13-02022 $38.95
With Nosepiece 13-02023 $38.95

Super Hood

Weighs only 2 oz., making it easy to put on and take off during flight. Provides a perfect view of the instrument panel while providing complete occlusion forward and to the side. Even more, VIBAN folds compactly to fit in its own durable case and is easily stored in your flight bag.

Description Part Number Price
Without Nosepiece 13-02022 $38.95
With Nosepiece 13-02023 $38.95

I.FR Training Glasses

Polycarbonate Lenses (UV Protected). Adjustable framing. High-now area to prevent “peeking”. Opalescent frosting to simulate actual I.FR conditions. Protective carrying bag included

Description Part Number Price
I.FR Training Hood 13-02020 $21.75

Cloud-eeze Tint Lens ............ P/N 13-05016 ........

Cloud-eeze Clear Lens ........... P/N 13-05015 ........

Cloud-eeze Clear Lens .......... P/N 13-05015 ........

Cloud-eeze Tint Lens .......... P/N 13-05016 ........

BEST HOOD: I.FR TRAINING HOOD

The ‘Best Hood’ is a sturdy paper hood which is amazingly simple yet very effective. Its inexpensive, it folds flat for the flight bag and is an excellent vision limiting device for instrument pilot training. Easy to use, the hood has a comfortable elastic headband and it fits easily over glasses.

Description Part Number Price
The ‘Best Hood’ 13-12753 $19.95